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Album Reviews: 2015 So Far
Jackson ParkerEditor in Chief Every band in the world has decided 2015 is the year to release new music. EP’s, sudden returns after years of silence, and new collaborations all mark 2015 as a hype-worthy year for music of all genres. Alternative and indie bands have had an especially strong outpour of work, with new albums from The Decemberists, Panda Bear, Modest Mouse, and Sufjan Stevens. Modest Mouse’s Strangers to Ourselves is the band’s first studio album since 2007’s We Were Dead Before the Ship Even Sank. Though the new record is hit and miss, songs like "Coyotes" and "Lampshade on Fire” mark a new sort of execution to their music. The production is airtight, and though it takes something away from the unbridled storm of emotions that made previous Modest Mouse albums stunning, it adds an important step to their evolution- it feels like they’ve finally grown up.

Carrie and Lowell, the latest from Sufjan Stevens, follow Stranger’s trend of finding new ground in growing up. Where Modest Mouse finds pain and relief in the world, Sufjan goes inward. Using the recent death of his mother to explore their relationship, the album echoes the lows of loss, with a lushness and tenderness to the instrumentation and lyrics. While other bands are addingup technical elements, looking for new influences, Sufjan Stevens strips it all away to reveal a beautiful skeleton. He sings, "We’re all gonna die", not as a scream or curse, but instead an accepting whisper; the album sounds like it could've all been produced by ghosts, which works to its advantage.Continuing the coverage of bands that have toured Missoula, Mini Mansions have come far from just being an opener for Arctic Monkeys. The Great Pretenders, their Sophomore album, shows an establishing stroke from the L.A. trio. Standout single, "Death is a Girl", with it’s quiet insistence of, "I want to live in a world where there's only one day", shows the best the band has to offer: a pop aesthetic with better rock accents, and lyrics that transcend the glut ofeither genre. Compared courte^ o/PfWorfccomj with the heaviness of many of the other great albums arrivingthis year, Pretenders is the red wine to the spilled blood and morphine-tanks.Indie rock isn’t the only music with a strong showing this year. Kendrick Lamar is probably too famous now to come to Missoula for a long time, but all prestige is well deserved. 7o 
Pimp a Butterfly is gnarly, sincere and funny. It's surreal and harrowing and a cast of other adjectives characteristic of Kendrick’s albums. The message at the end is small and human, badly-paraphrased to be something like, "Pick yourself up, life’s still there, even with all the bad." He sacrifices no artistic sensibility (his raps are dense as ever) for mainstream appeal, though this album is sure to find some.There’s been plenty of good albums in past years, but 2015 feels different. Artists are seeing all the bad in the world, debauchery and violence and death, and turning it into sincere projects that will likely project far into the future. Now if we can only get a Pavement reunion to stick, this year could be perfect, musically anyway.
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